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INTRODUCTION 
A nilpotent injector in a finite group G is any maximal nilpotent 
subgroup I of G satisfying d(2, Z) = d(2, G), where d(2, X) is defined as 
max{ IA) IA < X and A is nilpotent of class at most 2). 
Nilpotent injectors have the property that they contain every nilpotent 
subgroup that they normalize. A. Bialostocki has conjectured [4] that if G 
is a finite group then all nilpotent injectors of G are conjugate. He has 
verified his conjecture for the symmetric and alternating groups. The 
conjecture is also true for soluble groups. The only property of soluble 
groups used in proving this is C(F(G)) < F(G). So define a group G to be 
N-constrained if C(F( G)) < F(G). Soluble groups are M-constrained. 
The definition of nilpotent injector used in this paper is due to 
Bialostocki and is not the same as the more usual definition given in [ 111. 
As Bialostocki points out in [4], if G is M-constrained then the two 
definitions yield the same class of subgroups. The reader is referred to the 
introduction of [4] for the reason why Bialostocki’s definition is preferable 
in the context of proving conjugacy theorems. 
The main theorem of this paper is the following 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group all of whose local subgroups are 
N-constrained. Then all nilpotent injectors of G are conjugate. 
The proof is elementary and does not use any classification theorem. I 
will give a brief outline of the proof. Consider a counterexample G and take 
a nilpotent injector I of G. It is easy to see that I has order divisible 
by more than one prime, so as local subgroups are M-constrained, 
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it is possible to show that I is contained in a unique maximal local 
subgroup L. 
Next we seek a prime p and a subgroup Vr Z, x Z, with V< F(L) and 
V normal in a Sylow p-subgroup of L. If this is not possible then the 
structure of F(L) is very restricted and since L is X-constrained, the 
structure of L is restricted and it is easy to derive a contradiction. 
If C,(u) d L for all u E V” then it is easy to show that L contains a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G and then that all nilpotent, injectors are conjugate. 
Hence we may assume C,(u) $ L for some u E V#. Using Ar-constraint 
and the definition of a nilpotent injector, it is possible to restrict vastly the 
structure of I and L. Again it is possible to show that L contains a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G and that all nilpotent injectors are conjugate. 
1. NOTATION AND QUOTED RESULTS 
For a group G, a positive integer n and a set of primes rc, we fix the 
following notation. 
/i(G) = the set of maximal local subgroups of G. 
d(2,G)=max{IAI IA<Gandcl(A)<2}. 
rrd(2, G) = the set of prime divisors of d(2, G). 
&‘(2,G)={A<G(cl(A)<2andlA(=d(2,G)}. 
,IrY( G) = (I < G 1 I maximal nilpotent and contains a member of 4(2, G)}. 
Members of JVY(G) are called nilpotent injectors of G. 
Clearly if A <H d G with A f&(2, G) then 6(2, H)c6(2, G). Also if 
I<HSG and ZEJVY(G) then ZEJV#(H). 
If A and B are groups then A < B means A is a subgroup of B, A < B 
means A is isomorphic to a subgroup of B, and A a B means A is a normal 
subgroup of B. If n is a natural number then Z,, D,, and Q, denote the 
cyclic, dihedral and generalized quaternion groups of order n, when they 
exist. 
A group G is quasicyclic if G is nilpotent, O(G) is cyclic and O,(G) is 
cyclic, dihedral, semidihedral, or generalized quaternion. (Note: dihedral 
includes Z2 x Z, .) 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) If A is quasicyclic then so are all its subgroups and 
O,(A)/@(O,(A))$Z, x Z, [6,p. 191, Theorem 5.4.3 (ii)]. 
(ii) Let A be a nilpotent group. If every abeIian normal subgroup of 
A is cyclic then A is quasicyclic [6, p. 199, Theorem 54.10 (i)]. 
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(iii) (P x Q Lemma) Let P x Q act on a p-group V with P a p-group 
and Q a p’-group. Zf [C,(P), Q] = 1 then [V, Q] = 1 [6,p. 179, 
Theorem 53.41. 
(iv) Let a noncyclic abelian p-group A act on a PI-group G. Then 
G = (Co(a) 1 a E A# ) [6, p. 225, Theorem 6.2.41. 
(v) Let P be a p-group, p an odd prime. Zf P is noncyclic then so is 
Q,(Z,(P)) [S, p. 303, Satz 111.7.5, and p. 305, Satz 111.7.71. 
(vi) Let x and y be elements of a group G and suppose z = [x, y] 
commutes with both x and y. Then [xi, yj] = z’j for all integers i and j 
[6, p. 19, Theorem 2.2.21. 
(vii) Let + be a p’-automorphism of a p-group P which induces the 
identity on P/@(P). Then I+!I is the identity automorphism qf P [6, p. 174, 
Theorem 5.1.41. 
(viii) If A is a PI-group of automorphisms of the p-group P with p odd 
which acts trivially on Q,(P), then A = 1 [6, p. 184, Theorem 5.3.101. 
(ix) If A is a noncyclic abelian normal subgroup of a p-group P then 
there exists V < A such that Z, x Z, g V 4 P. 
(x) If P is a p-group of class at most 2 with p odd then 52, (P) has 
exponent p [6, p. 183, Lemma 5.3.9 (i)]. 
(xi) (Thompson) Let P be a p-group. Then P contains a characteristic 
subgroup Q with class at most two with the property that any 
p’-automorphism of P that acts trivially on Q must also act trivially on 
P (Q is called a critical subgroup of P) [6, p. 185, Theorem 5.3.111. 
The proof of (ix) is easy. These results are absolutely basic and will 
mostly be quoted without reference. 
LEMMA 1.2 (H. Bender). Let M and L be maximal local subgroups of a 
group G. Suppose L and M are A?-constrained and F(L) contains a subgroup 
S such that C,,,(S)<S< M. Let n=n(F(L)). Then O”(F(M))n L= 1. If 
1~1 > 1 and W(F(M)) = 1 then M= L. 
Proof. The proof of [3, p. 166, Theorem 1.73 can be revised to yield a 
proof of this lemma. Note that if F(G) # 1 then M = L = G. 
THEOREM 1.3 [7, Theorem B]. Let G be a group and A e&(2, G). Zf 
V< G is nilpotent and normalized by A then AV is nilpotent. 
THEOREM 1.4 [7, Prop. 11. Let V be a nontrivial finite dimensional 
GF(q)-vector space. Let A < GL( V) be a nilpotent q’-group of class at most 
two. Then IAl < 1 VJ. 
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THEOREM 1.5 (H. Bender). Let G he a group and ZE&“~(G). Then I 
contains every nilpotent subgroup of G which it normalizes. 
Proof (See Also [ 11). Assume false. Let B be a nilpotent subgroup of 
G of minimal order such that B is normalized by I but that B $ I. It is 
easily seen that B is a p-group for some prime p and that [B, 0,. (Z)] # 1. 
If C,(O,(Z)) # B then minimality of B implies that C,(O,(Z)) < Z and 
hence [C,(O,(Z)), O,.(Z)] = 1. The P x Q Lemma implies that 
[B, O,,(Z)] = 1, a contradiction. Hence [B, O,(Z)] = 1. 
Let B, be a critical subgroup of B. If B, # B then B,d Z and 
[B,, O,.(Z)] = 1. Lemma 1.1 (xi) implies that [B, O,.(Z)] = 1, again a 
contradiction. We deduce that B, = B and that cl(B) 6 2. 
Let A be a member of &(2, G) that is contained in I. Theorem 1.3 
implies that AB is nilpotent and hence [B, O,,(A)] = 1. Since 
[B, O,(Z)] = 1 we deduce that [B, A] = 1. Since cl(A) < 2 and cl(B) 6 2 we 
see that cl(AB)62 and as A~z2(2,G) we deduce that B<A<Z, a 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let G be an ,4’-constrained group, p E n(F(G)), ZE N,p(G), 
and O,(Z) d P E Syl,( G). Then 
0) O,(I) E SY~,(C(O,~(F(G)))), 
(ii) O,(Z) u P, and 
(iii) NY(G) is a single conjugacy class of subgroups. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.5, Z is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G that 
contains F(G). Now see [9]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let p be an odd prime, k and n natural numbers with n 3 2. 
If kP- 1 modp” then k= 1 modp”-‘. 
Proof See [ 10, p. 50, Theorem 4.5 (b)]. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 2.1. Let q be a prime and V a finite dimensional GF(q)-vector 
space. Let A < GL( V) be an irreducible nilpotent q’-group of class at most 
two. Let aE A be of prime order r with C,(a) #O. Then a has r distinct 
conjugates a, = a, a,, . . . . a,+ , . 
Set C=C,(a) then CdA, C=C,(a,), O<i<r, and \A:CI=r. Set 
Vi= C,(a,), 0 d i< r. Then V = VO@ ... @ V,.. ,, each Vi is C-invariant 
and the Vls are permuted by A. 
Proof As A is irreducible, Z(A) is regular and cyclic. Hence a 4 Z(A). 
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Since A has class at most two, (Z(A), a) Q A. Let z be a generator of 
sZ,(O,(Z(A))). Then Z,x Z,E (z, a) a A and IA:CI =r. We see that 
CaA and C=C,((z,a))=C,(a,), O<i<r. For O<i<r set aj=z’a, so 
the q’s are the distinct conjugates of a. 
Let n be maximal such that (VO... V,)=V,@ . ..@V.,. If n<r-1, 
choose u, + , E ( V,,, . . . . V,) n Vn”, , . Then u,, + , = u,, + . . . + o, with u, E Vi 
O<i<n. Sou,+ ... +u,=u,+,=u~~~=uf;“+‘+ ... +u~+l.Asa,+,~C= 
C,(u,), we have uF+l EVj=Cy(a,).Soas(V,,...,V,)=V,O...OV,,we 
have u.= uF+l for 0 6 i< n. Since u,+ l #O it is possible to choose j, 
O<j<L, such that uj#O. Then (u,+~,u,)~C~~,.,(U,) and j<n+l 
implies (a, + , , uj) = (z, a). Hence u, E C,(z) = 0. This is a contradiction 
sinceZ(A)isregularon V. Son=r-1 and (VO,...,Vr~,)=VOO...O 
V r-1. Clearly the V,‘s are permuted by A and irreducibility implies 
v= Vo@ “. 0 v,-1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume the hypothesis and notation of Lemma 2.1. Suppose 
also that a is chosen to maximize ICv(u)l. Set C, = C,( V,), 0 6 i< r. 
ThenC,aCundCi=(ui)~Z,,O~i<r.AlsoCjnCj=l ifi#j. 
Proof: Fix i. By Lemma2.1, lA:CI=r. If Ci $ C then A=CC,. 
However, C, and C normalize Vi, contradicting the irreducibility of A. So 
C, < C and Cj = C,( Vi) 4 C as C normalizes Vi. 
Since cl(A) 6 2 we see that [C;, C,] 6 Z(A). However, Z(A) is regular so 
[C,, C,] = 1. Now let i#j and let C, act on V,. Maximality of IC,,(u)l 
implies that Gin Cj= 1 and that Cj is regular on V,. As Ci is abelian we 
deduce C, is cyclic. 
Let gEO,(A)-C, Ci=(ci) and Vf= V,. Then i#j as g$C. Also 
Cf=C,. Let ci=cp, so C,=(c.,). As g’ECqC, and cl(A)d2, 
Lemma 1.1 (vi) yields [cl, g] = [c,, g]‘= [cj, g’] E C, and [c:, g] E C,. 
Now 
l = Ccj, g, g]= Cc,’ g-’ c,g, g]= Ccilcj, gl= Cci, gl-‘Ccj, 81. 
Hence [ci,g]=[c,g] and [c:,g]=[cJ,g]EC,nC,=l. So (c:)aA= 
(C, g), As Vi< C,(c:), irreducibility of A forces C,(c:) = V. Hence c: = 1. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose 1 < R a Q u P with cl(P) < 2, ) P:Ql =p, Q/R and 
Z(P) cyclic, and Z(P) n R = 1. Then Q = Z(P) x R and R z Z,. 
Proof: Let gEP-Q so P=Q(g). As Q/R is cyclic, [Q,Q]<R and 
[Q, Q] 4 P but Z(P) n [Q, Q] < Z(P) n R = 1 and this forces Q to be 
abelian. Also Z(P) < Q since P cannot be abelian. 
Next we show [P, P] =sZ,(Z(P))=Z,. For, as Z(P) is cyclic 
Q,(Z(P))rZ,,, and then cl(P)<2 implies that [P, P]<Z(P). It is only 
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necessary to show that if a E Q and h E P - Q then [a, b] has order at most 
p. Since bPE Q and Q is abelian, [a, blP = [a, bP] = 1. 
Now define a map $: Q + [P, P] by x@ = [x, g]. Since cl(P) = 2, $ 
is an epimorphism. It is easy to see that ker $ = Z(P) and 
Q/Z(P) z [P, P] z Z,. Now as Z(P) n R = 1, we have Q = Z(P) x R and 
RzZ,. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G = (X). Zf [x, y] E Z(G) for all x, y E X, then 
cl(G) 6 2. 
Proof: The proof is easy using [6, Theorem 2.2.11. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let P be a p-group, p # 2. Let C 6 P with Cz Z,. x Z,, 
nB1.ZfgEN,(C)withgPEC,(C)and[g,o,(C)]=l thencl((C,g))<2. 
Prooj We have C= (a, b) with up”= bp= [a, b] = 1. If n= 1 then 
C = a,(C) and by assumption, (C, g) is abelian. 
Soassumen~2.As[g,SZ,(C)]=lwehavebR=b.Wehavei,j~~such 
that a”=a’bj. By induction, for all kE N, agk=aikb”l +‘+ ..’ +ikm’). Since 
gp E C,(C) and C = (a) x (b), this implies ip = 1 mod p”. So by 
Lemma 1.7, i = 1 mod p”- ‘. 
By Lemma 2.4 and since C is an abelian normal subgroup of (C, g), it 
is suhicient to show that [a, g, g] = [b, g, g] = 1. Now [b, g] = 1 as bP = 1 
and [g,a,(C)]= 1. We can find kEZ such that i= 1 +kp”-‘. Then 
[a,g]=a--‘g~]ag=a~‘a’+kP”~‘b~=akP”-’b? So [a,g]R=(ag)kP”~‘(bg)j= 
(a 
1 fkPnm’bJ)kPnm’bJ= akP”~~‘+k2p2”~2bikp”~‘bt~ As n > 2, bP’-’ = 1. If 2,, _ 2 cn 
then n < 2, a contradiction. So apZnm2 = 1. Hence [a, g]” = akp’.-‘bi = [a, g] 
so [a,g,g] = 1 and cl((C,g))d2. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let X and Y be groups. 
Then4(2,XxY)={AxBIAE4(2,X),BE4(2, Y)}. 
Proof: Trivial. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let P be a p-group and A E &‘(2, P). If Z, x Z, z Vu P, 
then VQA. 
Proof: Since[V,A]#Vwehave[V,A]<Z,.Hence[V,A]dZ(VA). 
A Sylow p-subgroup of Aut( V) is abelian so [V, [A, A]] = 1 and 
[A, A] <Z( VA). By Lemma 2.4, cl(VA) d 2. The definition of 6(2, P) 
implies V ,< A. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let P be a p-group and suppose every member of &(2, P) is 
either cyclic, D,, or Q8. Then P is quasicyclic. 
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Proof. If false then P contains a noncyclic abelian normal subgroup 
VrZ,xZ,. Let A~6(2, P). By Lemma2.7, VGA so AzDD, and P>A. 
Now A=(a,b), where a4=b2=1 and ah=uP1. Let gEN,(A)-A. The 
group A has only two elements of order four, a and a -I. So by replacing 
g with gb if necessary we may suppose uR = a. Set B= (a, g). Then 
IBI > I(u)1 =4 so IBI 38. Since B is abelian, AEJ&‘(~, P) and IAl =8 we 
deduce that IBI = IA( and BE 4(2, P). By Lemma 2.7, Vd B so B cannot 
be cyclic, D,, or Q,, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let G be a group, A E 6(2, G) and A 6 ZE NY(G). Let 
PE x(A) and suppose O,(A) is cyclic, then O,(Z) is quasicyclic. Also (f 
O,(A) ST Z, then O,(Z) = Z,. 
Proof. Without loss of generality G=Z and by Lemma 2.6 we can 
assume that I= O,(Z). If Z is not quasicyclic then Lemma 1.1 (ii) implies 
that we can find Va Z such that Vg Z, x Z,. Lemma 2.7 implies 
V< O,(A), a contradiction. The last assertion is obvious. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let G be u group, I, JENY(G) and p~xd(2, G). If 
lo,(Z)1 =P then IO,(J)1 =P. 
Proof: Let A < Z and B < J with A, BE &‘(2, G). Then p = IO,(A)/ = 
(d(2, G)l, = lO,(B)I. The previous lemma gives O,(J) g Z,. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let P be a p-group and Q 4 P. Zf Q possesses noncyclic 
ubeliun normal subgroups then either one of them is normal in P or Q g D,. 
Proof: Ifp#2 then by Lemma 1.1 (v), a,(Z,(Q)) is noncyclic. Now let 
V be a subgroup of 52,(Z2(Q)) of order p* normal in P. As p # 2, 
Q,(Z,(Q)) has exponent p so Vz Z, x Zp. 
Hence we may assume p = 2 and a counterexample has been chosen with 
IQ/ minimal. By Lemma l.l(ix) there exists V such that Z, x Z, g Va Q. 
Now let D be a cyclic normal subgroup of P contained in Q of maximal 
order. So C,(D) u P. If D # Ca(D) choose E a P with D < E < Cp(D) and 
IE:D( = 2. Then E is abelian and the choice of D implies E is noncyclic, a 
contradiction. So D = C,(D). 
If (DI = 2 then D d Z(Q) but then D = CQ(D) = Q k V, a contradiction. 
If (DI =4 then as Z,XZ,E VQQ and C,(D)=D we see that lQ:Dl=2 
and QzD8, a contradiction. So IDI ~4. Let D=(d) and IDI =2” so 
m > 2. As Vd Q, V< C,(d’) -=I P. If Ce(d2) < Q then by minimality of Q, 
C,(d*)g D, so d* has order 2 and IDI =4, a contradiction. So d’EZ(Q). 
There is exactly one nontrivial automorphism of D that centralizes d*. As 
C,(D)=D we have lQ:Dl=2 and Q=DV. 
Since D=Cg(D), 1 #CD, V]<Dn V<Z, so [D,V]=Dn V=(d*“-‘). 
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Let VE V-D so [d,u]=d2”~‘. Suppose gEQ- {r,d”‘-‘} has order2. 
Then as Q=(d)(u)r>(d), for some DEFY, g=d’v. Now 1 =g2= 
diudiu~d’(udu)‘~d’(dd~‘udu)‘~d’(dd2” ‘)i=d2f+2m-‘1, so 3+2”-‘i= 
2”‘~ for some a~f+J. As m>2, i(l+2”P2)=2”~~‘a and 2”~~’ I an 
u) =sZ,(Q) P a contradiction. d g = d2- ’ u. Hence V= (u, d2m ‘, dZmm’ 4 > 
3. LOCAL ANALYSIS 
In this section G is a finite group all of whose local subgroups are 
X-constrained, and we let rc = zd(2, G). The aim is to show that all 
nilpotent injectors of G are conjugate. If TC = {p} then it is easy to see 
,VY(G) = Syl,(G). Hence, by Sylow’s Theorem, we may assume InI > 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. If AE.&‘(~,G)uJVY(G) and A<LEA(G) then n(A)= 
7c(F(L)) = 7c(AF(L)) = 77. 
Proof: By Theorem 1.3 or 1.5, AF(L) is nilpotent. Since L is a maximal 
local subgroup and is M-constrained, C,(F(L)) 6 F(L) and the result 
follows. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ZE J’“Y(G) then I is contained in a unique maximal 
local subgroup. 
Proof: Suppose Id L, A4 E n(G). Then by Theorem 1.5 F(L) 6 16 M 
and F(M) <I< L. By Lemma 3.1 n = rc(F(L)) = 7c(F(M)). Therefore 
O”(F(M))= 1. Now apply Lemma 1.2 with S=F(L). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let ZENY(G), Z<LEA(G) and Z(Z)<MEA(G). Zf 
O”(F(M)) = 1 then M= L. 
Moreouer, if A E cr4(2, I) then L is the unique maximal local subgroup 
containing A. 
Proof: Let p E n and let Z = Z(Z) = O,(Z) x O,(Z) act on O,(M). By 
Theorem 3.2, C( O,( Z)), C( O,.( Z)) < L. Theorem 1.5 implies F(L) < I. 
Since L is M-constrained, Z < F(L) hence O,.(Z) d O,.(L). We deduce 
[C,,,,(O,(Z)), O,.(Z)] < O,(M) n O,.(L) = 1. The P x Q Lemma implies 
[O,(M), O,(Z)] = 1. Hence O,(M) 6 L. Since On(F(M)) = 1, we see that 
F(M) < L. 
IfpEn(F(L))-z(F(M)) then as O,(Z)<O,(L), we have [O,(Z), F(M)] 
d O,,(L) n F(M) = 1. Since A4 is J-constrained O,,(Z) d F(M), a contra- 
diction. Hence rc= z(F(L)) ~rcn(F(M)) and as InI > 1, Lemma 1.2 (with 
S = F(M) and the roles of M and L interchanged) implies M = L. 
Now we prove the second assertion. Suppose A < NE n(G). Lemma 3.1 
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implies O*(F(N)) = 1. It follows trivially from the definition of A that 
Z(Z) < A, so from what we have just proved, N = L. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let ZE.,VY(G), Zb LEA(G) and pi 7~. If O,(Z)E Syl,(L) 
then Z is conjugate to every other member of ,V.Y(G). 
Proof Let O,(Z) 6 P E SylJG). Theorem 3.2 implies N( O,,(Z)) < L hence 
NJOJZ)) d O,(Z). This implies O,(Z) = P so O,(Z) E Syl,(G). 
Let J E JVY(G) and J < ME /1(G). By Sylow’s Theorem we may suppose 
O,,(J) < O,(Z). So Z(Z) < N(O,(J)) and Theorem 3.2 gives Z(Z) 6 M. 
By Lemma 3.1, rc(F(M)) = 7c so Lemma 3.3 implies M = L. Hence 
Z, JEA’“S(L) and since L is ,V-constrained, Z and J are conjugate by 
Lemma 1.6 (iii). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let ZE .,V$(G) and 16 LEA(G). Suppose for each prime p, 
F(L) does not contain a noncyclic abelian subgroup that is normal in a Sylow 
p-subgroup of L. Then Z is conjugate to every other member of NY(G). 
Proof: By Lemmas 1.1 (ii) and 2.11, O(F(L)) is cyclic. If O,(L) contains 
no noncyclic abelian normal subgroup then F(L) is quasicyclic. If O,(L) 
contains a noncyclic abelian normal subgroup then by Lemma 2.11, 
O,(L) z D,. In either case F(L) is quasicyclic and O,(L) is not isomorphic 
to z2xzz. 
Suppose the lemma is false and let JE MY(G) with Z not conjugate to 
J. Let p=maxz (so that p>2), J<MEA(G) and O,(Z)<PES~~,(L). 
First we will show that rr = (2, 3) and O,(L) is nonabelian. If 
[P, O,(F(L))] = 1 then by Lemma 1.6 (i), P = O,,(Z) contradicting 
Lemma 3.4. So choose q E n- {p} such that [P, O,(L)] # 1. If O,(L) is 
cyclic then O,(L)/@(O,(L)) z Z,, hence Lemma 1.1 (vii) and the fact 
that p > q imply [P, O,(L)] = 1, a contradiction. So O,(L) is noncyclic. 
Hence O,(L) is quasicyclic but noncyclic. This implies q = 2 
and O,(L)/@( O,(L)) z Z, x Z,. Then Lemma 1.1 (vii) implies p = 3. As 
p=maxrr, n={2,3}. Th e only noncyclic quasicyclic abelian 2-group is 
Z, x Z,. As O,(L) is not isomorphic to Z, x Z,, O,(L) is nonabelian. 
Now let O,(Z) d SE Syl,(L). As O(F(L)) = O,(L) is cyclic, Lemma 1.6 (i) 
implies IS: O,(Z)/ < 2. So 1 < [S, S] CI Z and NJS) < NJ [S, S]) < L by 
Theorem 3.2. Hence SE Syl,(G). By Sylow’s Theorem, we may suppose 
O,(J) d S. Set T= O,(Z)n O,(J). Since O,(L) is a nonabelian subgroup of 
O,(Z) we see that IO,(Z)1 >2 so by Lemma 2.10, [O,(J)1 >2. Hence as 
IS: O,(Z)/ d2, we have 1 < Ta O,(J). Since J is nilpotent Ta J. So 
(J, Z(Z) ) d N( T). Theorem 3.2 gives Z(Z) < N(T) < M. Lemmas 3.1 and 
3.3 imply M= L and the result follows by Lemma 1.6 (iii). 
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LEMMA 3.6. Suppose the following hold: 
(1) PEX> 
(2) A E 4(2, G), 
(3) Z(A)<B<A, IA:BI =p, 
(4) 4EX’, 
(5) Q is a q-group of class at most two normalized by B, 
(6) B acts irreducibly on Q/@(Q), and 
(7) Z(A) acts faithfully on Q. 
Set fi = B/C,(Q). Then C,(Q) is a p-group, O(b) is cyclic and O,(b) is 
cyclic, D, or Q,. 
Proof. Set V= Q/@(Q). Since O,,(B) = O,(A), (7) implies C,(Q) is a 
p-group. If B is regular on V then b is quasicyclic so as cl(B) < 2 we see 
that O,(B) is cyclic, D, or Q,. Hence we may assume j is not regular 
on V. 
Since A E &(2, G), (5) implies lQC,(Q)l < IAl =plBI, hence, 
I VI <PI& (@) 
Since B is not regular on V, choose a E &# so as to maximize I C,,(a)l. 
Without loss of generality we can assume a has prime order r. Let 
a,, a,, . . . . a, _ 1, C, V,, V, , . . . . V,- , , C,, C,, . . . . C,-, be as in Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2. As V= V,@ ... @V,.. i and Ib:Cl =r, (E) becomes 
I Vd’< pr ICI. (PI 
By Theorem 1.4, I C: Co1 < 1 V,I and by Lemma 2.2, C,, z Z, so 
; ICI < I V,I - 1. (Y) 
Set m = ( l/r2) 1 Cl. By Lemma 2.2, C,, n C, = 1 and Z, x Z, 2 C,C, < C. 
Hence r2 divides (Cl and m is an integer. Observe that (3) and (7) imply 
that /Z(A)1 divides ICI. Substitute 1CJ =mr2 in (/I) and (y) and then 
eliminate I V,,( to obtain 
(mr + 1)‘<pmr3. 
If p = r then, by (6), (mr)l< mr4 so r = 2 or 3 and 
m<4 if r=2 
m2<3 if r=3. 
(6) 
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Since 1711 > 2 and [Z(A)1 divides 1 C’ we see that m is divisible by a prime 
that is not equal to r. This implies r=2 and m= 3. Now substitute these 
values in (6) to obtain (3 .2 + 1)’ < 2.3 . 23, i.e., 49 < 48, a contradiction. 
Hence p # r. 
Recall that (Z(A )I divides I Cl. Then p divides 1 Cl and as p # r, p divides 
m. So by (6) (mr)r <m2r3. This forces r = 2 and together with (6) forces 
m < 2p. Since m is an integer divisible by p we see that m = p and I Cl = 4p. 
Hence 
czz,xz,xz,. 
Since lb:Cl = 2 we deduce that O(h) E’ Z,. Then O,(B) % D, since C is a 
centralizer. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let Z<LeA(G), pen and ZpxZpz V~IENX(G) with 
V6 F(L). Let O,(Z) < PE Syl,(L) and u E I/#. If C,(u) $ L then 
(I) O,,(Z) is quasicyclic, and 
(II) 1 < [P, P] al. 
Furthermore if p # 2 then 
(III) cl(O,(Z)) = 2, and 
(IV) sZ,( O,(Z)) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the extraspecial group 
of order p3 and exponent p. 
ProoJ: Let C,(u) 6 ME/~(G). Since by hypothesis C,(u) is not 
contained in L, we know that L #M. First we will show: 
(*) If A l 4(2, I) then 0,(0,.(A)) is cyclic, D,, or Qs; 0(0,(A)) is 
cyclic; and Z(A) is cyclic. Moreover if p # 2 then O,( C,( V)) % 
-W,(A)) x Z, and V= QIWopcA,(V). 
Let B = C,(V). By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, V< A. Hence Va A and 
IA : BI = 1 or p. Set S = C,,,(V) 3 V. Then C,,,(S) d S 6 M and B d M. 
By Lemma 1.2, there exists a prime q E 15’ such that O,(M) # 1 so by 
Lemma 3.1, A d M and so IA : BI =p. Let Q be a minimal B-invariant sub- 
group of O,(M). Then Q is elementary abelian and B is irreducible on Q. 
By Lemma 1.2, Q n L = 1 and Lemma 3.3 implies that Z(A) is faithful 
on Q. 
Now set fi = B/C,(Q) and apply Lemma 3.6. We see that C,(Q) is a 
p-group, O,(B) cyclic, D,, or Q8 and O(B) cyclic. So as C,(Q) is a p-group 
and O,.(A)= O,.(B), 0,(0,.(A)) is cyclic, D, or Q, and 0(0,.(A)) is 
cyclic. As Z(A)<Z(h), Z(A) is cyclic. 
To prove the last statement, assume p # 2. If C,(Q) = 1 then O,(B) is 
cyclic contradicting Z, x Z, r V < B, so 1 < C,(Q) 4 B 4 A and IA : BI =p. 
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Also as Z(A) is faithful on Q, Z(A ) n C,(Q) = 1. Now apply Lemma 2.3 
with C,(Q) in place of R, O,(B) in place of Q and O,(A) in place of P. We 
obtain O,(B)=Z(O,(A)) x C,(Q) with C,(Q)gZ,,. As Z(A) is cyclic, 
v= Q,(O,(C,(V). 
Proof of (I). Let A E d(2, I) and SE.&‘(~, O,.(Z)). By Lemma 2.6, 
SO,(A) e&(2, I), so by (*) O(S) is cyclic and O,(S) is cyclic, D, or Qs. 
Since this is true for all members of ,d(2, O,(Z)), Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8 
imply 0(0,(Z)) is cyclic and 02(0,,,(Z)) is quasicyclic. 
Proof of‘ (II). Let A E &‘(2, I). Since I”< O,(A) and Z(A) is cyclic we 
see that O,(A) is nonabelian and [P, P] # 1. By Lemma 1.6, O,,(Z) = 
P n C(O,(F(L))) 4 P. So it is sufficient to show [P, P] < C(O,(F(L))). By 
Theorem 1.5, F(L)<Z. By (I), O(O,.(F(L))) is cyclic and is therefore cen- 
tralized by [P, P]. By (I), 0,(0,(I)) is quasicyclic and so O,(O,(F(L))) 
is quasicyclic and O,(O,.(F(L)))/@(O,(OP(F(L)))) =$ Z, x Zz. This implies 
[P, P] centralizes O,(O,.(F(L))). Hence [P, P] centralizes 0,.(&‘(L)). 
Now fix A E .~!(2, I) and assume p # 2. 
Proof of (III). It suffices to show O,(A) = O,(Z). Set C = CO,(,, ,( V) and 
D = Co,~,~( 0 BY (*I, P’ E Z(A 1 so O,(Z) = O,(A)D since a Sylow p-sub- 
group of Aut( V) has order p. Hence it suffices to show C = D. If D > C 
choose g E N,(C) - C such that gP E C,(C). By (*), V= 52,(C) and there 
exists an integer n such that Cz Z,. x Z,. Since gE C(V), Lemma 2.5 
gives cl((C,g))b2. As IO,(A): C/ =p we see that j(C,g)l alO,(A)l 
and Lemma 2.6 implies O,.(A) (C, g ) E 6(2, I). So Z, x Z, 2 V6 
Z(OJ.4) (C,g)) but by (*), Z(O,,(A) (C,g)) is cyclic, a contradiction. 
So C= D. 
Proof of (IV). Since A ~4(2, I), Lemma 2.6 and (III) imply 
O,(A) = O,(Z). Then by (* ), OP( A ) contains a subgroup E 2 Zpn x Z, of 
index p. As pf2 and cl(O,(Z))=2, Lemma 1.1 (x) implies sZ,(O,(Z)) has 
exponent p. This implies E n Sz , (O,( I)) = Sz 1 (E). Hence Sz i (E) has index at 
most p in n,(O,(Z)) and as Q,(E)~ZpxZ,, either (IV) follows or 
n,( O,,(Z)) is elementary abelian of order p3. 
If Q,(O,(Z)) is abelian then, using O,(Z) = O,(A), we see that 
Ql(O,(Z)) G QKO,(A, (V)). The last assertion in (*) implies Q,(O,(Z)) 6 V 
so sZ,(O,(Z)) cannot be abelian of order p3. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let PETC, ZEJV”Y(G), Z<LeA(G) and O,(Z)6 
P E SylP( L). Zf O,(L) contains a noncyclic abelian subgroup which is normal 
in P then PE SylJG). 
Proof It suffices to show N(P) <L. Let Z, x Z, g V< O,(L) with 
Va P. Note that since O,(L) < O,(Z) Q P and since Z is nilpotent we also 
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have Val. If for some UE V”, C,(u) $ L then by Lemma 3.7, 
1 < [P, P] Q Z and by Theorem 3.2, N(P) < N( [P, P] ) < L. 
So assume C,(v) <L for all v E T/#. Let gE N(P). Then I’< P= Pg < Lg. 
Lemma 1.1 (iv) gives U,,(F(Lg)) = ( Co,,(F&u) I u E V” ) <L. Now 
PE Syl,(LR) so Op(Lg) < Pf L and F(LR) < L. Since z(F(L)) = n(F(LR)), 
Lemma 1.2 (with Lg taking the role of L, L the role of M and S = F(Lg)) 
implies L = LR so g E N(O,(L)) = L. 
THEOREM. MY(G) is a single conjugacy class of subgroups. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let Z, JE MY(G) with I not conjugate to J. 
Let Z<LeA(G) and J<ME/~(G). By Theorem 1.5, F(‘(L)<Z and 
F(A4) < J. By Lemma 3.5 we can find p, q E rr and I’, W, P, Q such 
that Z, x ZP g I’< F(L) 6 Z, Va P E Syl,(L), Z, x Z, s W< F(M) < J and 
WQ Q E Syl,(M). By Theorem 3.8, P and Q are Sylow subgroups of G. 
Assume that C,(v) < L for all v E V #. By Sylow’s Theorem we may sup- 
pose O,(J) < P. By Lemma 2.10, lOP( >p so 1 < CaPcJ,( V) a 1; hence 
(J, I’) < N( COP(J)( I’)), and Theorem 3.2 gives V< M. The assumption on 
centralizers and Lemma 1.1 (iv) imply O,(F( M)) 6 L. Also O,(M) < 
O,(J) d P< L so F(M) < L. Lemmas 3.1, 1.2, and the fact that 1~1 > 1 
imply L = A4 and Lemma 1.6 (iii) provides a contradiction. 
Hence we may suppose there exists v E V# such that C,(tl) $ L. By the 
same argument we may also suppose there exists w  E W” such that 
C,(w) 4z M. 
If p = q then by Sylow’s Theorem we may suppose P = Q. By Lemma 3.7, 
1 < [P, P] 4 Z and [P, P] 4 J. Hence (I, J) < N( [ P, P] ) and Theo- 
rem 3.2 implies that L = M. Lemma 1.6(iii) supplies a contradiction. 
We may assume that p > q. Let r = max rr and O,(Z) < RE Syl,(L). If 
[R, O,,(F(L))] = 1 then Lemma 1.6 (i) gives O,(Z) = R E Syl,(L) contra- 
dicting Lemma 3.4. Choose t E 7~ - (t-1 such that [R, O,(L)] # 1. As 
F(L)61 and p#2, Lemma 3.7 (IV) gives Q,(O,(L))/@(Q,(O,(L)))< 
z,xz,. If r > p then Lemma 1.1 (vii), (viii) and the structure of 
Aut(Z, x Z,) and Aut(Z,) imply that [R, O,(L)] = 1. Since r = max 7c we 
deduce that t fp. By Lemma 3.7 (I), O(O,,(F(L))) is cyclic and r = max 71 
implies t = 2 and O,(L) is noncyclic. By Lemma 3.7 (I), O,(L)/@(O,(L)) < 
Z, x Z, and [R, O,(L)] # 1 implies r = 3. As r = max 71 we deduce that 
n={2,3},p=3 andq=2. 
Since O,(Z) < PE Syl,(L) and O,(L)/@(O,(L))< Z, x Z,, Lemma 1.6 (i) 
implies IP: O,(Z)1 < 3. Then O,(Z) u P. By Theorem 3.8, PE Syl,(G) so we 
may assume O,(J) d P. Set T= O,(J) n O,(Z). Since O,(Z) u P it follows 
that Ta O,(J) and then that Ta J since J is nilpotent. Since 
Z, x Z, 2 V< Z, Lemma 2.10 implies IO,(J)1 > 3. Since IP: G,(Z)1 < 3 we 
481:149:2-10 
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deduce that T# 1. Hence 1 < Ta J. So (Z(I), J) < N(T) and Theorem 3.2 
gives Z(Z) < M. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 give M= L. The conclusion now 
follows from Lemma 1.6 (iii). 
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